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UTILITY STEEL CART TSC500
The Tondu TSC500 Steel Dump Cart is ideal for unloading soil, gravel and sand as 
well as carrying tools, animal feed, landscaping materials and firewood.

A removable tailgate and foot pedal release help with loading and unloading and 
the cart can easily convert into a flat-bed trailer without the need for tools.

Suitable to use with all makes of lawn tractor, it has a capacity of 500lbs and a 
trailer bed that measures 97cm x 71.5cm x 30cm. 

T-HANDLE PUSH/TOW POLY CART TPC650

The versatile Tondu Poly Cart can be used with your lawn tractor as a tow behind 
trailer or as a hand wheeled cart with a comfortable T-handle.

The one piece poly bed is quiet and resistant to rust with a slanted tail end and 
foot pedal release mechanism for easy tipping.

With a 650lb capacity, it’s a versatile choice for your garden. 

TONDU QUICK ASSEMBLY STEEL CART TSC750

The Tondu TSC750 Steel Cart with a capacity of 750lbs has folding sides and can 
be assembled in less than 15 minutes. It features a foot pedal release mechanism 
for easy dumping including a safety lock pin.

The trailer bed measures 107 x 70 x 34cm.

A multi hitch makes it suitable to use with all makes of lawn tractor.

TONDU UTILITY POLY CART TPC1200

The Tondu TPC1200 Poly Dump Cart has a quick release tipper latch for its 1200lb 
capacity load.

It features a rugged polyethylene bed and all steel durable tilt and pivot frame 
with a powder coat finish. Sealed ball bearings mean no greasing is required.

Our Tondu Garden and Lawn Tractor accessories offer a wide range of equipment including 
carts, de-thatchers, spreaders and rollers. To help you get the maximum out of your Lawn 

Tractor most Tondu products can be towed behind to help with your jobs around the garden.

Carts are ideal for loading/unloading soil, gravel and sand 
A dethatcher will remove moss and thatch from your lawn 

Spreaders are suitable for distributing fertiliser, grass seed and salt 
A steel roller will help you achieve the traditional green stripes in your lawn

CARTS

UTILITY STEEL CART TSC1200
The Tondu TSC1200 Dump Cart is ideal for unloading soil, gravel and sand with a 
capacity of 1200lbs and a large trailer bed that measures 150cm x 77.5cm x 51.6cm.

It features a foot pedal release mechanism for easy dumping and can be 
assembled in 25 minutes.

A multi hitch makes it suitable to use with all makes of lawn tractor.
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DETHATCHER

For more information and to find your local dealer go to www.lawnflite.co.uk
E. P. Barrus Ltd. reserves the right to change prices and/or specifications without notice.

40" TINE DETHATCHER                                                             TST40
The Tondu TST40 is a 40"/102cm steel tine dethatcher that used regularly will remove 
moss and thatch from your lawn to keep it looking at its best.  

It features 20 heat treated steel spring-loaded tines for long life. The whole 
unit is constructed from steel and features a heavy-duty tray to add weight 
for extra penetration.

125LB WALK BEHIND SPREADER   TPS125
The Tondu TPS125 is ideal for medium 
to large areas, which may be difficult 
to access. The poly hopper can 
hold up to 125lbs/60litres and the 
spreader plate is rust proof ensuring 
long life.

The pneumatic tyres enable this 
spreader to be easily pushed along 
the ground and its rain cover ensures 
materials are kept dry. A rate setting 
control on the handle helps with 
precise flow adjustments. As with all 
our spreaders, it is suitable for both 
fertiliser, seed and ice melt.

100LB WALK BEHIND SALT SPREADER                
TPSS100

The Tondu TPSS100 is a 100lb walk 
behind salt spreader that can also be 
used for fertiliser and seed. It features 
a rate setting control, 12" pneumatic 
tyres, stainless steel parts and a spread 
width of 10' – 12'.

36" STEEL ROLLER                                                                         TSR36
The Tondu TSR36 heavy duty puncture proof Steel Roller helps you achieve the traditional 
green stripe lawn effect as well as packing down new sod, seed and unlevel ground.

The easy fill fitting means you can add water or sand easily to adjust the pressure 
placed on the ground - use less for soft ground and more for hard ground. 
It can be towed behind most Lawnflite lawn tractors or ride-on mowers.

70LB WALK BEHIND SPREADER        TPS70
The Tondu TPS70 is a 70lb 
walk behind spreader that 
features a rate setting 
control on the handle for 
precise adjustments. With a 
spread width of 10' – 12' it will 
help you distribute fertiliser 
and grass seed.  

The pneumatic tyres enable 
this spreader to be easily 
pushed along the ground 
and its rain cover ensures 
materials are kept dry. 

SPREADERS

ROLLER

125LB TOW SPREADER                                                                        TTS125

The Tondu TTS125 125lb is ideal for medium to large areas. The poly hopper can hold up to 
125lbs/60 litres, whist the spreader plate is rust proof ensuring long life. The pneumatic tyres 
ensure this spreader can be easily towed behind most lawn tractors with a tow bar and its 
rain cover keeps everything dry.  

The flow lever can be easily operated from the driver’s seat and can cover 25,000 sq. ft. 
suitable for use with both fertiliser, seed and ice melt.

125LB WALK BEHIND
SALT SPREADER                                    TPSS125

The Tondu TPSS125 is a 125lb walk 
behind salt spreader for 
fertiliser, seed and salt. 

With a rate setting control, 
14" pneumatic tyres, 
stainless steel parts 
and solid linkage.
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